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1. Public Session: Nothing to report. 

Present: Marilyn Goodman, Kathy Hemmings (Chair), Robert Sharp, Stephen Wightman 
John Abraham (Operations Manager), Clare Fletcher (Librarian)  
 
2. Apologies:  Elaine Tayler (Vice chair), Cllr Mark Greensword 
 
3. Correspondence: none 
 
4. Library Service Review update: 
Directors Decision Report to Environment and Community Services (ECS) Committee to 
implement the Council’s Savings programme was passed last week.  His report was actually 
attached to item 10 of the meeting, which requested an extra £50000 for upgraded stock 
security gates and live monitored CCTV cameras for periodical scan of libraries as part of the 
Open Access proposal. The request for extra money has now gone to the next meeting of the 
Policy and Resources Committee. 
 
John outlined key points and consultation findings, summarised below and quoting from 
Director’s report. 
 
Phase 2 of the Library Service Review consultation finished on January 2nd and after a slow 
start garnered over 1000 responses to the Council’s proposals to reduce library funding by 
£500,000 as follows: 
 
To split libraries into tiers based on current usage and group these in four geographic 
clusters with the three busiest libraries, Bradley Stoke, Thornbury and Yate on 35 hours; the 
smallest three, Cadbury Heath, Patchway and Winterbourne on 24 hours with the rest at 26 
hours.  Generally there was no consensus from those answering the question on this 
proposal. 
 
On staffing patterns, the strongest response from people was that staffing hours should not 
be cut at all 74%, whilst the Council’s preferred option of a staffed hours pattern based on 
current usage levels with no staffed hours on some days (as we have now) was the second 
most favoured option at 61%. 
 
The suggested timetable quoted in the consultation for all clusters is attached. 
 
Use of Open Access, the self-service technology that allows customers  access out of staffed 
hours was also proposed in the survey and more people were against this than for (48% 
disagree vs 40% agree).  97% of people had concerns around its use, especially safety of 
individuals and property.  None the less, 73% said they were likely to use it overall.  Patchway 
having a 93% positive response with Hanham the lowest response at 55%. 
 
Since the survey has taken place, Open Access has been implemented at Bradley Stoke as 
part of the long term plans of the library within the multimillion development of the Leisure 
Centre.  Now allowing access to the library 8-9.30 Monday to Friday and 8-6 on weekends.  
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Over 170 users have signed up with people using the space especially for IT, study and 
reading. 
 
Library User Group members are encouraged to visit Bradley Stoke and sign up for Open 
Access. 
  
The Group raised concerns about safety for children and vulnerable adults in the library 
during unstaffed hours when the library is accessible to the public with Open Access. All 
those registering have to sign a set of terms and conditions and undertake an induction 
session which covers any health and safety concerns.  Those aged under 16 can only enter 
with a parent or carer. 
 
Concerns raised about potential blind spots in CCTV coverage of the library. A full survey of 
the library was undertaken and excellent coverage has been set up. 
 
Discussion about informing the public about Open Access and the importance of making it 
easy for people to know when the library is staffed and when it is unstaffed. Opening hour’s 
posters and leaflets clearly state when staffed and unstaffed sessions are available. 
Suggestion to contact Filton Voice with information about Open Access so that local residents 
are informed.  
 
Replacement of the mobile with community library collections.  38% disagreed with this idea 
across the board with 91% of mobile users unsurprisingly being against.  People commenting 
that the mobile was a lifeline, especially to the elderly and those unable to access services 
elsewhere.   
The first community collection has now started at Marshfield Community Centre running in 
tandem with the mobile library and has a collection of 400 volumes that will be refreshed 
regularly.  Local volunteers have received training in data protection and use of mobile 
circulation software to issue, return and renew books.  Customers can go online to reserve 
books from elsewhere, which can then be collected in site.  The village sees it as an 
opportunity for social interaction and refreshments and getting together are part of the offer.  
Those who are housebound will also be included with books delivered locally as necessary.  If 
final confirmation of the ending of the mobile is agreed following the Director’s decision report, 
then the collection will take over from the mobile on October 1st if not it will complement the 
current mobile service. 
 
Chipping Sodbury Library.  48% of all respondents are in favour of the proposal to run the 
library with volunteers with 67% of actual local users agreeing. 
 
Book fund.  The majority of respondents, 67% disagreed with the proposal to reduce the 
book fund as part of the savings plan, with a belief that there could be some saving but not as 
much as the £81000 suggested.  
 
Themes from people’s personal comments in the consultation include a feeling that people 
have no influence over the outcome especially in the continued austerity plan of the 
Government and that respondents felt they had to choose “realistic” options.  That cuts to 
staffing hours would pave the way to further cuts with the public valuing “cherished 
relationships” with staff, “through their expertise, helpfulness, friendliness and care”. 
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It was noted that the public’s recognition of libraries as “sources of wellbeing”, providing 
“social inclusion, safety and lifelong learning; and of enabling a strong community”. 
 
The Director’s report now states that: 
 
Libraries to be structured within clusters with the suggested opening hour’s timetable.  In the 
case of Patchway Library, the Town Council has agreed to fund the current opening hours 
and some local consultation will follow to decide how best to use these extra 9.5 hours. 
Introduce open access to all libraries apart from Chipping Sodbury, due to the complicated 
and historic nature of the building and Hanham due to health and safety issues identified.   
Open Access will only be installed in Kingswood Library once it has moved to the Civic 
Centre, hopefully in December but no precise date as yet; whilst in Patchway, Open access 
will be limited to the Hub’s opening hours due to the complicated position of the library in that 
building.  Open Access across the board will allow access outside of staffed hours from 8.30 
– 7.30 each day. 
 
Chipping Sodbury to be run by volunteers, with the Council paying for book stock, running 
charges and IT and providing professional support by the local librarian. 
 
Replace the mobile with community library collections with the offer of a buy in from North 
Somerset’s Library Service for a half day’s service a fortnight somewhere in the authority 
once costings and logistics have been worked out. 
 
Smaller reduction of book fund to £64000. 
 
 
5. Matters arising from minutes of October meeting: minutes agreed as correct record 
with one matter arising.  The delayed strategy document for English Library authorities for 
2016-2021 the Library Ambition Report was published by DCMS December 2016.  A 
summary information sheet, Libraries Deliver, is attached.  This states that libraries will deliver 
seven objectives: 

Increased reading and literacy 
Helping everyone achieve their full potential 
Greater prosperity 
Stronger more resilient communities 
Healthier and happier lives 
Improved digital access and literacy 
Cultural and creative enrichment 
 
6. Librarian’s report: Report discussed and attached this covered October 2016 to March 
2017, a busy few months! 
 
South West Reading Passport 2016: Book to the Future, discussed. Member of the group 
said how much they enjoyed reading lots of books they hadn’t read before.   

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/libraries-deliver-ambition-for-public-libraries-in-england-2016-2021/libraries-deliver-ambition-for-public-libraries-in-england-2016-2021
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7.  Any other business:   

Customers unable to borrow some books that have been on display at the self-service kiosk – 
this is a known problem and requires staff to issue books at the counter.   

Timing on customer email notification that a reserved book is available is sent too early – this 
means that customers visit the library to collect reservation but book has not arrived yet, often 
a customer needs to wait 3 days after receiving the email before the book is in the library. 
Clare to raise with IT Librarian.  

Kingswood Library is moving to Kingswood Civic Centre December 2017. 

National Libraries Week will be held from 9 – 14 October 2017.   

8. Date and time of next meetings 

Meet at Patchway Library at 6.45 pm to start at 7pm 

Ordinary meeting Wednesday June 21st 

Annual General Meeting Tuesday 18th October 2016 

 

 


